N=6365 All 2004 classes of newly qualified health care students in Denmark

2004 Baseline

n=5696 Respondents
Women (5379) Helpers (3984)
Men (317) Assistants (1712)

n=669 (10%) non-respondents

Fear-avoidance beliefs measures

n=5696 Respondents
Women (5379) Helpers (3984)
Men (317) Assistants (1712)

2005 1. follow-up

n=3708 respondents

n=5696 Respondents
Women (5379) Helpers (3984)
Men (317) Assistants (1712)

n=3541 female health care qualified

n=167 men

n=2690 employed in the SOSU sector

n=882 not employed in the SOSU sector at the moment

n=29 missing job status

n=13 missing LBP information

n=2677 respondents with or without previous LBP
(1111 cases without LBP, 1566 cases with previous LBP)

n=1988 (35%) non-respondents

Physical work load
LBP outcome

1. year